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Abstract. The subject of this note is to present a method that can be used to

integrate Prandtl's equation by means of Gauss-type quadrature formulae.

1. Introduction. There are two papers [1, 2], that treat the integration of Prandtl's

equation using Gauss-type formulae. In both of these papers quadrature formulae

for integrals of the form

V+1 c\n)
i:

drj (1)
-i n-y

2  1/2
are constructed; however, the weight w(x) = (1 - x ) ' used by Ioakimidis is of

no interest in aerodynamics. While the first author builds a Nystrom-type numerical

scheme for the solution of Prandtl's integro-differential equation, the second author

does not even consider the solution of this equation. We may also mention [3], in

which a general equation is considered.

In the present note, writing the integral (1) as an integral with a strong singularity

and using a quadrature formula given by Monegato in [4], we reduce the integration

problem of Prandtl's equation to a linear algebraic system that can easily be pro-

grammed for use in a computer. The test performed for the case of the elliptic wing

shows that the solution obtained in this way is a very good approximation of the

exact solution.

2. A new form of Prandtl's equation. We shall use Prandtl's equation for the com-

pressible case [5] in the form

PC(y) = ̂ f'[+b ^ drj + j(y) (2)
1 J-b *i -y

2 1/2
where, as usual, C(y) is the circulation, /? = (1 - M ) 1 , M being the Mach

number in undisturbed motion and

, , x+(y)~x_(y) „ r+(y)
a{y) = ——^ , j(y) = -2 /

1 Jx_(y)

x-x_{y)

xAy)-x

1/2
d
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We denote by x = x_(y) and x = x+(y) the equations of the leading and trailing

edge respectively, in the (x, y)-plane and by z = h(x, y) the equation of the lifting

surface. From the known conditions it follows that

C(±b) = 0. (4)

In (2) the "prime" stands for the principal value in the Cauchy sense. From the

definition of this value we have

(5)
J_b t] - y £ ►o yj_b Jy+EJ t] - y

In the right-hand side, using the identity

C'(rj) d C{t]) , C(ri)
 — — 1 y (o)
r\-y drj t] - y (t] - yf

we may perform an integration by parts. Using (4) and remarking that

C(y - e) + C(y + e) = 2C(y) + e2c\y) + ■■■ ,

we deduce

'r cm d,. ,im f (r- + /") _s!) d„ _ m.
J-b 1-y £-»o [\J-b Jy+eJ (q-y) e

J-b (rj-y)

the sign standing for the "finite part" [6, 7],

Consequently, Prandtl's integro-differential equation is written as an integral equa-

tion in the form

pC{y) = *[+b -^-2 drj + j(y). (8)

2 J-b (rj-y)

Making the change of variables

y = bs, t] = bx (9)

and keeping the notation C(s), a(s), j(s) for C(bs), a(bs), and j(bs), respec-

tively, Eq. (8) becomes

*C{s)~!w'Cl^7?dx+J(s)- (10)

Conditions (4) imply for C(s) the equations

C(±1) = 0. (4')

Hence, we shall look for the solution C(Y) in the form

C(5) = (1 -52)'/2c(5). (11)

It is known [8] that the solution of the singular integro-differential equation (2)

depends on the conditions imposed at the ends and that the conditions of the form

(4') imply solutions of the form (11).
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3. Quadrature formula. In [4], in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), Monegato gives the following

quadrature formula of Gauss type:

I ^ = Ew,'WM) + - (12)
J-l (X S) (_j

where

Pn(Xi)(Xi~S)

xt being the zero of the orthogonal polynomial Pn{x) associated with the weight

w(x) and

qn(s) = f w{x)^^dx. (14)
J-l x — s

Formula (12) is valid for weights of the form

w(x) = (1 - x)"(l - x)fi , a,P>-\, — 1 < 5 < 1, (15)

when the orthogonal polynomials are the Jacobi polynomials. The formulae (12) are

exact, i.e., Rn(f) — 0 whenever f(x) is a polynomial of degree n — 1 .

Isolating the term for which i = k in the sum in (12) and passing to the limit for

s —> xk , we obtain the formula

r w(x)f(x)

1 (x - X.)2
to = J2' W'AXk)f(Xi) + W'k(Xk)f(Xk) + *„(/) ' (16)

"■k> i=l

where the sign X)' stands for ]T with the case i = k omitted, w't (xk) is obtained

from (13), and w'k(xk) is deduced by using l'Hospital's rule in the form

(17)

In the following, we shall use the formula (16) for a = /? = 1/2.

Let us remark that a constant factor in the expression of the orthogonal polynomial

pn disappears from the expressions of the coefficients w'^s). Hence we shall use

the Jacobi polynomials without constant factors. For the weight function w(x) =

(1 -x2)1^2 the Jacobi polynomials reduce to the Chebyshev polynomials of the second

kind:
, . sin(n + 1 )6 . ,.0.

Pn(x) = —sing , x = cosd. (18)

It follows that
in

X, = cos   , i — 1.
' n+ 1

Using Glauert's integral

1 'r COS nd sinner
de = -T-3-, n - 0, 1, , (19)-

nJo cos 6 - cos a sin 6 '

from definition (14) we deduce

qn(s) = -7rcos(rt + l)cr, s = coscr.
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Elementary calculations give

1 \ / 1\' '/ \ A 't \ 1)
<?«(*/) = -(-!) ' <*n(Xk) = 0' Pn(Xt) = ,2 '

1 xi

such that we may establish the formula

U+\i-xy2 dx = -L-J2\i-(-i)i+k] l~x'2f(Xi)
*J-i (*-xk)2 «+1tt V,-**r 1

- ~Y~f(xk) + Rn> (2°)

the values of being given by (19).

4. Integration of Prandtl's equation. For the solution of Prandtl's equation (10)

having the form (11), using formula (20) for s = xk, and neglecting the term Rn ,

the following algebraic system is obtained:

0/. 2,1/2 n n + 1
£(!-**) +S~ak Ck + J2' Akici = Jk> k=l,...,n, (21)

i=i

where

ak = a(xk), ck = c(xk), jk = j(xk),

_ nak i+k xf-l (22)

ki 2b{n+\)[ ( } \xt-xkf' # "

Using also the notation

. a,. 2.1/2 , 71 n + 1
Akk = P^~xk) +t~4~ak' (23)

for system (21) we get the following form:

i2 Akici = h> k = \,...,n, (24)
i= 1

where clt ... , c are unknown.

5. Coefficients of lift and moment. Coefficients of lift and moment are calculated

with the formulae

+b ") r+b

CL=\11 C{y)dy, C„ = J^ u(jv)C(y)dy

C'=^aL yCiy)*'• My)C{y)*-b

where A is the area of the wing in the (x, y)-plane, m is the mean chord, and

4nj_b tj-y 2na(y)
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Performing the change of variables (9) we deduce

2b f+l v , „ 2b r+12b f+l 2b f+l
CL = —J^C(s)ds, CD = -— J ^ u(s)C(s)ds,

r+i 2b2 r+l
J sC(s)ds, = J su(s)C(s)ds,

(26)

* mA

and using the quadrature formula

f (1 -x2)l,2f{x)dx = —^-r^(l -x?)/(^)
J-1 n + 1 ;=,

with x. given by (19), the following formulae follow:

_ 2itb v~Vi 2\ ^ 27T& v~Vi 2\= (^TTjl B1 - x<-)c<' ^ = -JiTTi)A D(1 - x< )u'c-'
1= 1 !=1

27r& /-> 2nb v~Vi 2\
Cv = 7 —   > (1 - x,. )x,C, , C, =   —   > ( 1 - X- jXjU/C- .

x (n + 1 )mA ^ iii z in + \)mA ^ 1 ' 11
;=1 /'=!

(27)

(28)

where

_ I ~ - /,
2jra. <28'»

The sums in (28) are performed using a computer.

6. Applications.

Elliptic wing. In order to test the solution we use an elliptic wing for which we

know the exact solution. Using the half-diameter along the direction of the free flow
2 2 2

as characteristic length, the equation of the edge is written as x + {y /b ) = 1. It

follows that

x±(y) = ±(1 -y2/b2)1'2, h{x, y) = -ex. (29)

From (3) and (9) we deduce

a(s) --

For this problem the exact solution is

a(s) = (1 - s2)1'2, j(s) = 2nea(s) (30)

C(y) = K(\-y2/b2)1'2, (31)

where

+ Jb) K = 2n£'

With notation (11) we deduce c(s) = k . Now putting

Akl = (l-x2k)"2A't, (32)

it follows that the system

j2A!kicl = p + nl(2b) (33)
;=1
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must have the solution c[ — c'2 — ■■■ = c'n = 1. For b = 10 we obtain c[ — c2 =

■ • ■ = c'n = 1.000; this fact shows that the proposed method is very good.

Rectangular wing. In this case the exact solution is not known. Considering x± =

±1 it follows that a(y) = 1 and j = 2ne. Putting ci = 2nec" system (24) reduces

to

n

Akic" = 1, k = l,...,n, (34)
/= l

the coefficients Akj being yielded by (22) and (23) where ak = 1.

Calculating

ki = X^1 - xhc'! ' k2 = l ~ ^2)3/2(c,")2'
1=1 1=1

k3 = E( 1 - XhXiC" > kA = ~^T\ 1 - X^f2Xi(c!)2
i=l i= 1

we obtain

CL = n"ekl, CD = n2e2(ki — k2),

2Cx — Ji2bek3, 2CZ = 7z2be2(k4 — /c3).

For b = 10 the following values are obtained:

(35)

(36)

P = 1
P = 0.8

*.

0.2347

0.2544

^2

0.0907

0.0856

^3 ^4

The result Cx = Cz = 0 is natural due to the symmetry of the wing. The com-

pressibility increases the lift and the drag. This is also a natural result. The value

2.307e obtained here for CL in the case of the incompressible fluid is below the value

obtained by using Glauert's method [9] (7.29e, 5.28e,...), but the values given by

Glauert are approaching the value given here if X (= 2b/m) increases, hence if the

span is large with respect to the chord. This is just the approximation of the lifting

line.

Consequently, the integration of Prandtl's equation with the aid of the quadrature

formulae proves to be not only easy to perform on a computer but also very efficient.
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